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Synopsis 
The ventilation of an attic is critical in e heating and cooling loads for 

buildings because the air temperature in the attic IS &five to ventilation rate. In 
addition, attic ventilation is an important parameter for determining moisture accumulation 
in attic spaces that can lead to structural d and reduced insulation e.f£cdiveness. 
Historically, attic venting has been a for controlling attic temperature and 
moisture, but there have been no to determine attic 
ventilation rates. Current practice is attic vent areas. 

Simple algebraic relationships are developed here, using functions fitted to an exact 
numerical solution for air flow through attic envelopes. This algebraic model (AVENT) 
was developed to be easy to use as diagndc or design hl. Key fadors included in the 
model are: climate (wind and stack effect), wind shelter, distribution and total attic 
leakage. 

This paper validates the model predictions by comparing to measured data from 
two attics at the Alberta Home Heating Research Facility ( . Average errors for the 
model are about 15% compared to the measured ventilation rates. 

1 Introduction 
control is well known. For 

uce heating loads due 
to deviate moisture 

problems. Methods for prediding attic ventilation rates me not: well developed. For 
of heat and moisture and P=v [21 
value and simple emp . Other studies 

by Walker and Forest [3] have introduced a method for attic ventilation rates 
using a numerical procedure the flow equations through localised and attic 
envelope leaks. Walker and Fo 1 works well for research level investigations, but 
is difficult to implement by other researchers or designers as a design or diagnostic tool. 

a simple model that can be used .to predict 
dwbution and weather conditions. 

Using this model for attic ventilation, build rs d be able 
building performance. For example, the attic may be placed at 
(e.g. soffit, roof ridge or gable end vents) to find the effect on ventilation rate. To this end, 
the model developed here includes the effeds of total attic venting, distribution of the attic 
vents and weather conditions. 

2 Outline of AVENT rnodel 
The model is a set of algebraic empirically fitted to the 

the flow equations for attic is is a procedure that has 
the authors for ventilation for houses (see Walker 

of fhe model development procedure and the use 
of the same leakage and weather parameters, the empirical for attic ventilation 
have the same form as those in a house ventilation model, developed previously by 
Walker and Wilson 141. The differences will be discussed later In this paper. 



The total attic leakage (determined by fan pressurktion or combining vent sizes) is 
distributed at different locations on the attic envelope (e.g., the soffits). The leaks are 
separated because they are at different heights, which affects the stack effed, or because 
they have different surface pressure coefficients. The wind and stack induced pressures 
across each leak are ca ld ted  for each leakage site and the leakage coefficient and the 
pressures for each leak are combined to calculate flows using a power law pressureflow 
relationship. 

A mass balance is then performed on the sum of all leakage flows through the attic 
envelope. This involves a numerical solution of the non-linear pressure-flow equations. 

is then used to determine empirical coefficients, stack factor, f, and 
multiply leakage distribution parameters and wind and stack induced 

pressures to determine the ventilation rate. The wind and stack effects are treated 
separately and then superposed to calculate the ventilation rate. 

3 Leakage Distribution 
The leakage distribution determines where on the attic envelope leaks are located, 

and determines the stack and wind pressures they experience. The leaks are characberised 
by two parameters C [m3/sPan], the leakage coefficient and n, the pressure exponent that 
are used in the pressure-flow relationship *CAP. For simplicity it is assumed that the 
same leakage exponent, n, can be applied to a l l  the attic leaks. Using a single exponent 
means that the total attic leakage coefficient, is just the simple sum of all the separate 
leaks for the atiic: 

where 
br - the attic floor, the same as the ceiling of the house 

- the roof ridge vents 
G E ~  - the soffits under the eaves 
C , l e ~  - the gable end vents 
Cpi- - the pitched roof surfaces. This includes the background and any vents on 
these surfaces (e.g., mushroom cap venis). 
For stack effect sites are differen~ted by their height. The 
floor and gable at the top and the 
pitched surface and gable end evenly with height. The 
information about leakage rsRandXgivenby 
&uatim 2 and 3, and first d [q. For an attic these are, 
for stack effect 



For wind effect, Cn, is 
floor (ie., house ceding) 
or eave vents, only a very rough 

the house inkrior p 
on the four w& of the house. is 

pressue coefficient as the 
coefficients as the walls beneath This differmt grou s i b  for wind 
effect that R and X have tD be redehed for wiaad effect by the fo 

4 Wmd Press- Coaeients 
coefidenk for the attic floor, gable end vanLs and soffits axe 

as the wall benea.th them. The pressure coe&cimts for these 
surfaces were Grken hrom the et d 161. mis pressure 

wind directiom. 
& d. did not measure pressure coe&cimk on a range of p i ~ e d  roof 

.the sides have C e . 6 5  and the domwhd face has 

other in a row have 
r and W h n  io hk 

a ~ c  ven&~on by Walker 
and Forest [3] and Forest- and Berg [9] ushg an exacl- a ~ c  v m a ~ o n  model. 

For Zhe rest of the a ~ c  leaks, fie whd premre coeEdmts sen horn Wken ['l] are 
shown in Table 1. 



5 Stack Effect 
The flow induced by stack effect, Q,[m3/ s], is d to have the power law 

form 

where f, = stack flow factor and AP, = stack effect reference pressure [Pa] given by 

where pout = outdoor air density, [kg/m3] 
g = graviktional acceleration [m/s2] 
Hp = roof peak height above grade [m] 
EL = heigM of eaves or soffits above grade [m] 
T, = attic air bemperakre [6(1 
Tout = outdoor temperature [W. 
The stack factor, f,, was found by rical solution to the attic flow 

equafions to calculate the stack driven v flowrate, Qs. This was 
substihted into Equation 6, which was then solved for f,. Qs and f, were calculated 
over a wide range of R,, X, and. flow exponent, n. The algebraic approximation for 
stack fador was developed to give the dependence of f, on these parameters as 
the exact numerical solution. This app is gven by Equation 8. The 
hmctiond form of this appro on was selected b produce the correct of f, 
when d l  leakage is concenbated in the pitched roof surfaces (i.e., no soffit or gable 
vents and R, = 0), in the floor, eaves and roof ridge (R, = I), and for the ceiling-floor 
daerence ratio limits of X,  = O and X ,  = +/- 1. 

Equa.hion 8 is the s stack factor for a house with no furnace flue in 
except that the leakage ution coefficient definitiom have changed to suit 
leakage locatjons. The stack factor calcuhted using Equation 8 is shown in Figure 1 
bgether with the exact r i d  stack factor. Fligure 1 shows that the difference 
beween exact md app f, is typically a few percent, and fiat the stack factor 
(and fierefore venation rate) is highly dependent on leakage dishibutim. 
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Figure 1. Comparison of stack factor, f,, from exact numerical calculations and 
empirical approximation. 

6 Wind Effect 
The wind induced ation rate, Qw[m3/s] is defined in terns of wind factor 

fw by 

The reference wind pressure, APw is given by 

where U = unobstructed wind speed (with no local shelter) at eaves height at the 
building site. 
S, = local wind shelter coefficienk 

S, is 1.0 for an unsheltered attic and 0 for a completely sheltered attic. Values of S, 
must be estimated for the building location. Methods fox estimating S, are outlined by 
Walker and Wilson [B], including an interpolation method for calculating S, for any 
wind direction. 

The wind factor, fw, was found by using the exact nrunerid solution to 
determine Qw. This value for Q was then substituted into ~ ~ u a t i o n  9, which was 
solved for fw. As with the stack factor calculations, the approximating function fox fw 
was found by calculating fw over a wide range of leakage parameters and finding 
functional forms that would reproduce the same characteristic dependence on these 
parameters. The wind factor, fw, is given by 



where 

The main difference between the above relationship for f, and that given by 
Walker and Wilson [4] for houses is the change in lead coefficient to 0.15 (from 0.19). 
This change is due to different pressure coefficients used for the attic. The value 0.15 is 
for roofs with pitches between 10 and 30 degrees (which covers most roofs). The 
change of pressure coefficients with roof pitch given by Table 1 changes this lead 
coefficient by typically less than 5%, except at extreme leakage distributions (i.e. no 
soffits, gable vents or floor leakage) where the change is about 25%. For simplicity a 
single value for this lead coefficient is adopted that covers a wide range of roof 
configurations. 

Figure 2 compares the exact numerical and approximate value for fw. This figure 
shows that typical differences between the exact and approximate fw are about +/-5%. 
This figure also illustrates the strong dependence of fw (and therefore ventilation rate) 
on leakage distribution. 

The effect of wind angle on wind factor depends on how the pressure 
coefficients change with wind angle. Walker and Wilson [8] have discussed how wind 
pressure coefficients change with wind direction, and how to interpolate between 

pressure coefficients to determine pressure coefficients at intermediate 'wind 
angles. However, calculations using pressure coefficients measured by Akins et al. [6] 
for several wind directions have shown that large changes in pressure coefficient do not 
translate into large changes in f, with wind angle. These calculations indicated that fw 
has about a +/-15% variation with wind angle for an exposed attic. Calculations were 
also performed for an attic on a house sheltered by its neighbours, with reduced side 
wall pressure coefficients when the wind blows al'ong the row of houses. These 
calculations had about the same variability and mean value over all wind directions as 
the exposed house. Because the change in fw with wind angle is extremely complex 
and is not a dominant parameter it is neglected for simplicity. Its effect can be 
estimated in a particular situation by varying the lead coefficient in fw from 0.13 to 0.17. 



Equation 11 
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Figure 2. Comparison of wind factor, f,, from exact numerical calculations and 
empirical approximation. 

g Stack and Wind ceffects 
e stack and wind driven vent-ilation rates given by Equatiom 6 and 9 must be 

combined. to deter the total ventilation rate. This attic model, AVENT, uses the 
ue used before by the authors for ca lcu la~g  house 

ventilation rates. A detailed analysis of this and other superposition t e c ~ q u e s  is 
given by Walker and Wilson [lo]. The superposition method used here is based on 
simple pressure addition for wind and stack effects and a simple first order interaction 
term: 

where Q = total flow due to combined wind and stack effects [m3/s] 
B1= interadion coefficient, as 
sis of data from the AHHRF test houses in many leakage codigurafions by the 

authors for periods where Qs and Q, were appro ly equal suggests that a 
reasonable estimate for the inberaction coefficient is BI =-0.33 

8 Measuveltzents a d  nacldel V e f i c a ~ o n  
The measurements used to verlfy the model predictions were made at the 

Alberta Home Heamg Research FacSW (AHHRF). Two attics were monitored that 
had diiierent leakage (by about a factor of four) and dserent leakage distributions. 
The two attics are labeled Aitic 5 and Attic 6. Attic 5 is relatively tight in construction 
with few vents with a flow coefficient (C) of 0.044 [m3/sPan] and exponent (n) of 0.71 
and attic 6 has soffit vents and mushroom cap vents resulting in a.much leakier 



construction with C = 0.232 [m3/sPanl and n = 0.6. The ventilation rates were measured 
using a comtant concentration tracer gas system. Attic temperatures and ambient 
weather conditiom were nitored. The measmements are described in greater 
detail by Walker and Fore 

A btd of 3758 hourly averaged venation rate measurements were made in 
attic 5 and 3522 in attic 6. These me r a year so as to capture 
a large range of weather conditiom. showed that attic 
ventilafion is a weak funcfion of ambient kmperature because the attics are not tall (2 
m at the peak) and the temprature didderences are smaller than for houses because the 
attics are d e a t e d .  This small height and Mperature difference means that stack 
effect pressures are and Shere is Eele stack effect venaation. For this reason, the 
figures comparing red and. predicGed vendation rates will concentrate on wind 
effect. In addition, venation rates were normdised by attic vo to express them 
in air changes per hour (ACM). 

The above rela~onships, in Equatiom 6 through 14, were used to predict attic 
venMation rates for the two attics based on their total leakage, leakage distribution 
estimates and measured wea&er conditions for every hour of measurements. Figures 3 
and 4 compare the measurements and model predictiom for attics 5 and 6 respectively. 
For clarity in these figures, the me venation rates were binned for 
of wlindspeed. The average is s square ancl the bars represent the 
deviation of the red dah within each bin. The predickd ventilaiion raks were 
also b h e d  and d every 1 m/s and the averages are shown connected by a 
solid line in these figures. 

Figures 3 and 4 show that the model plredic~om are close to the measurements 
on average with a mean dgference of '13% for a ~ c  5 and 15% for attic 6. The figures 
also show the large range of measured dab  for each windspeed bin. Some of this is 
due to lhaving a range of windspeds (and temperatures) withiP1 each bin, but is 

d by variations due to wind shelter (because the test houses axe in an east- 
west row they shelkr each other for east an8 west winds and are exposed for north and 
south winds). This shelter varktion htroduces a variation of appro ly a factor of 
two in wind driven venaa~on  rates. Note &at our model is able to account for this 
shelter variaGon ushg the shelkr facbr, % in Equation 10. Additional variation is the 
result of averaeg measured values over m hour. h d y s i s  by Walker and Forest Ell] 
found that after accounkg for given whdspeed and wind direction there is still a 
shdard  deviation of abolult 30% in measured ventilation rates. For this reason it was 
essential to have the large dah  sets used here b evaluate the model predictions. 

The above dserences between rements and model are averaged over the 
whole data set and iindicak the precision of the model when applied to long lime 
averages that would be Vpicd when e s h a k g  energy losses for attics. The average 
absolute difference (which does not cancel posi~ve and negative dgferences) is about 
33% for anic 5 and 40% for afic 6. This is a lypicd daerence bemeen model and 
measurements for an individd hour. Given the hourly variation in measured 
ventilation rates and the skpliciv of the model these average and absolute errors seem 
reasonable for design estirnaks. 
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Figure 3. Measured and predicted attic ventilation rates for attic 5 at AHHRF (3758 
hours). Bars represent one standard deviation of measured data. 
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Figure 4. Measured and predicted attic ventilation rates for attic 6 at AHHRF (3522 
hours). Bars represent one standard deviation of measured data. 

9 Sa 
The AVENT model presented here was developed to provide a simple method 

for estimating attic vendation rates that is able to account for changing weather, 
leakage distribution (e.g. soffit, gable or roof ridge) and wind shelter. 

This single zone attic ventilation model is based on easy to use algebraic 
relationships developed from exact numerical solutions to flow through the attic 



envelope. Model parameters for stack and wind effect were not found by fitting to 
measured data, but are based on exact theoretical relationships and wind fxmnel 
measurements for pressure coefficients. 

The model was validated by comparing predictions to measured data from two 
attics at AHHRF. The average differences were 13% and 15% for the two attics, which 
is acceptable given the simplicity of the model and the large variation in measured 
data. 
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